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Media training used to be only for professionals that were
preparing for major network appearances. However, in
today’s ever-growing and changing virtual world of social
media, on-camera readiness is critical for getting your
message delivered, staying on top of marketing and client
relations and branding to help grow your business.
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Here are my top 5 preparations to getting yourself 

ready for today's virtual world of digital media

01 Do a deep dive into Self-Awareness

This includes mastering the knowledge of your body language, facial
expressions and speaking and mannerisms. We deliver as much of a
messaging through our face and body as we do our words. It is important
to memorize and familiarize what these unspoken messages are saying.
Practice phone calls and communications in front of a mirror to discover
how and what you are saying with your face and expressions.

Find your important consistent Message

The art of the message is powerful, weather it is fun storytelling, educational
or emotional, it can move people to know who you are and what you are
trying to say. Taking out the lengthy backstories and getting right the meat
of the message can set you apart and have your video content viewed with
full play-throughs. Shorter messages are better while being personable and
interesting. Practice what the specific message for your business and
promotion is with the listener in mind. What are the main points of what you
need to say? What parts can be taken out? Write your message down and
then take out half of it and polish what is left to create the direct and concise
version that will be better received in media marketing or interviews.
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Many professionals are working from home during this new world of virtual
meetings with fast changing technology. Taking the time to setup proper lighting,
camera placement and background is critical to presenting yourself as a cutting-
edge professional. Posture is just as important as content. Review and critique
yourself as if you were the eyes of the viewer. What would you say to yourself if you
saw this footage or interview? What would you say if you saw how you appeared on
webinar meetings? Start reviewing your own footage like a pro athlete watching the
after-game tape.  Practice makes perfect and watching the game footage wins
games.  You can win in your media world with some simple tips and practice. For
advanced media skills, hiring a media coach is worth its weight in gold.“I
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Recognize the importance of 
First Impressions
Appearing in a video, webinar or interview is as much an
important first impression as walking into a room, power
meeting or personal event.  Having a practiced and
prepared first impression introduction can set you apart as a
professional and leader in your industry. Take the time to
notice others that you meet and what impression they
made. What did you like or not like? What values,
confidence and authenticity do you show in a first
impression? What about you should be the first you like or
not like? What values, confidence and authenticity do you 
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show in a first impression? What about you should be the first thing people see?
Write down the 5 things that you want to be your top impression traits.  Write down
5 things you do not want to be the top impression traits. Implement the top desired
traits into all your interactions each day for a week and see if it was different. What
was added? What did you take out?  Create new first impression habits and be
willing to ask those close to you what they see in your impressions.  Ask for honest
evaluation and be ready to implement change leave old habits and create new door
opening wow inspiring impressions.

Treat Zoom and Webinars 
the same as a national network 04
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- Maya Angelou
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Expand your vocabulary 
to create new levels of communicating05

It is human nature to use the same “comfort words” in our communications and how we
speak.  When being on camera, or interviewed it is important to realize the words that you
are using. Finding new vocabulary can reveal a more professional and polished message,
impression and visibility. Start adding new words to your daily communications and
interactions to find ways to increase and expand your message.  Add a word a day and see
how they can transform you!
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A M Y  S C R U G G S
TV Host / Media Coach / Author

As a Media Professional, Amy is the “Voice and Face” of Mutual of Omaha
Mortgage, as well as host for the national TV show, Financing the American
Dream, on CNBC. Her hosting credits include the TV shows, The American Dream,
Lifestyles San Diego, and the Retiring Right Show. She uses her twenty years as a
TV host, recording artist, corporate spokesperson, and business executive to help
others learn how to present and communicate a concise and professional
message, whether you're on a ZOOM call, network TV, Podcasts, digital/virtual
social media or in person public speaking appearances.

Amy has conducted communication coaching and training
for corporate clients by providing team training seminars,

as well as for business executives and entrepreneurs, who
are looking to enhance their virtual or digital media skills.

She also advises entrepreneur clients and startup
companies on messaging, branding and how to develop

their own digital marketing strategies. Having played the
piano since the age of four, she is a classically-trained

pianist and vocalist who has been performing and singing
her entire life. From 2004–2012, she opened for many

country music greats like Trace Atkins, Clint Black, Charlie
Daniels, Phil Vassar, and many more.  It is the culmination

of these diverse backgrounds, as a professional business
executive, public speaker and her years as a high-profile

musician, singer and TV Host, that has allowed her to
become one of the                                

        Top Digital Communication Coaches Today
 

             Amy's new book "Lights Camera Action", 
          Media Coaching for Any Professional in Today's Digital

World.
   September 2021

 
 

        To Learn about 
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